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INTRODUCING TRITON. AN EXTRAORDINARY UNION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGY AND, MOST OF ALL, IMAGINATION.
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a triumph of artistry and design

Experience a yacht that is a truly unique  

invention. Beautifully sculptured in form and 

stealthily appointed in functionality, the 163 

foot Triton is the largest composite megayacht 

built in the U.S. Triton is as gracious an  

entertainer as she is a sport fishing and diving 

enthusiast, thanks to her many convertible 

spaces and advanced technology. A striking 

union of advanced marine design and more 

than anything, imagination, Triton is aptly 

named for the mighty ruler of the sea.



dive deep into adventure

Built for hardy enjoyment of the great outdoors, Triton is designed for worldwide cruising, deep- 

sea fishing and exotic reef diving. The sunken fishing cockpit features two game chairs, a cleaning  

station and a live bait tank. For the diving enthusiast, Triton boasts a sophisticated dive compressor  

with Nitrox and Tri-Mix capabilities, as well as a hydraulically deployed dive platform for ease  

of entry and exit from the water.

Modified Eurostar  

helicopter painted candy  

apple red to match the  

boot stripe.
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Outdoor entertaining areas that never end, a hot tub, a bar and plenty of room to soak up the sun. Owners come to Delta knowing they can request exactly what they want, and Delta loves the challenge of making their dreams a reality.
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The sky deck can be opened 

up completely for outdoor  

entertaining, or completely  

enclosed with acrylic glass 

and air-conditioned

thoroughly entertaining

Triton’s versatile skylounge exemplifies this 

yacht as a hallmark for creative design, as it 

integrates the best of indoor and outdoor 

recreation. Enclosed and air-conditioned, it’s 

the perfect setting for intimate entertaining, 

or the area can be completely opened up to 

bring in the full beauty of the surrounding 

environment. The best of all worlds and all 

dreams is realized: Triton is a masterpiece of 

ingenuity and innovative thinking.
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CROW’S NEST

Constructed of 100% 
carbon fiber, the crow’s 
nest provides a direct line 
of sight to the fishing 
cockpit. Here guests can 
watch the sport fishers 
below while the crew  
is equipped with full  
steering controls.

BULBOUS BOW

Typically found on full- 
displacement yachts such  
as here on Triton, bulbous 
bows allow for improved  
fuel efficiency and increased  
boat speed, and serve as  
a trimming ballast tank.

TENDER DEPLOYING SYSTEM

This unique hydraulically deployed tender towing system was  
designed especially for the owners of Triton.  With a boom and  
self-tailing winch, Triton’s crew can deploy the tenders underway  
to chase a fighting fish or hurry off to the next adventure.

UNDERWATER CAMERA & LIGHTS

Aimable underwater cameras & lights located 
both stern and bow, capture the adventures of 
life under water on video.

OVERHEAD GANTRY CRANES

In order to maximize space on the  
aft deck and allow for an unobstructed 
fishing cockpit,  the overhead gantry 
cranes were designed within a canti-
levered structure. The deck, supported 
by steel columns and reinforced with 
carbon fiber, is capable of withstanding 
enormous loads.

LIFT

This electro-hydraulically 
powered lift shuttles guests 
to and from the crow’s  
nest.  Its unique design 
ensures safe and easy use  
of the crow’s nest even 
while underway.

STERN TOWING WINCH

Transom-mounted  
stern anchoring/towing 
winch tows tenders  
while underway or  
serves as a stern anchor 
when needed.

3500 LB KNUCKLE BOOM CRANE

Heavy duty crane has a low profile 
but a lot of power.  This crane  
allows crew to load/unload tenders, 
other watercraft, motor vehicles 
and supplies on board while in port.

KAYAK STORAGE

Utilizing maximum space and  
storage onboard, this area 
located below the crow’s nest 
provides storage for kayaks or 
other small watercraft. 
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art and innovation

The interior, designed by the Delta Design Group, features  

an exquisite reinvention of art deco, enhanced with nautical  

accents. Rich mahogany of varying species create a sumptuous 

spell of texture and detail. Gleaming stainless steel nuances 

hint at the sculptural beauty found in early twentieth  

century skyscrapers. 

details and personality 

The dining area is enveloped by the  

credenza and cabinetry, which provide a 

handsome canvas for the interior design’s 

inventive mélange of styles. An intimate  

dining nook in the gourmet kitchen is  

perfectly suited for guests and crew alike.

A mixture of art deco and nautical  

elements . . . a hint of the sculptural 

brilliance you see in classic architec-

ture . . . added lighthouse effects with 

the polished stainless sconces.
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Blend different mahoganies and sumptuous textures. Exquisite details meet the eye at every turn. Master bedroom suite creates a haven, a private retreat. Formal writing desk, lounging area, a place to decompress when the yacht is full.
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Interior a little  

Humphrey Bogart,  

Key Largo, Casablanca 

— yet with a modern  

feel and fully appointed 

with advanced technology.
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inspiring and transporting

Triton’s comforts and luxury extend throughout the sleeping quarters, giving her owners and 

guests the ultimate yachting experience. The guest rooms are thoughtfully designed with  

bathroom and dressing areas separated allowing for both efficiency of space and convenience. 

Each stateroom is equipped with Pullman berths for couples traveling with children, or to  

accommodate extra guests.  These are just part of the abundance of gracious and welcoming 

touches Triton offers her guests — along with a journey wholly remarkable . . . and unforgettable.
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